Rudy Davis
From:

HINKSON DAVID ROLAND (08795023)

Sent Date:

Tuesday, March 13, 2018 9:08 AM

To:

ruddavis@yahoo.com

Subject:

To Presdient Trump

Dear President Trump,
My name is David Hinkson. I'm a provable political prisoner. Before I go into any details about that I would like
to let you know what it is that I want to offer you. Between the years 1993 and Now I have developed the
following list of potential items of interest and there are more that we can discuss later if you are interested (See
Y-Tube Video - "GALTgenerator". #4, to see a real GALT Motor actually working).
1. GALT Motor: Makes Horse Power and A.C. Electrical Energy. This Motor/Transformer can be used to replace
all of the Nuclear Reactors in all military applications; and it could replace all of the motors in every vehicle in the
world, including the Jet Engine. It is small, light weight and can rev up to over 100,000 RPM's. The first country
that starts putting it in all of there equipment will rule the world. It creates A.C.
2. STIWAL: Anti Gravity Device that could make it possible for any and all cars to actually fly; like in the movie
the Fifth Element (see johnsearl.com). I think, that I have a better one, than Mr. Searls.
3. ELECTRIC JET ENGINE: Needs no fuel, as it makes its own Electricity to run itself. This Motor can be used
to power your complete Military Industrial Complex. It creates D.C.
4. COPPER: Copper can be used to Kill all Viruses and Parasite through the entire body system; and can be
used to replace Penicillin. As it also kill all Parasites, it can also be used to remove Malaria and even the Brain
Eating Ameba, that as of now there is no known treatment for.
Before I was kidnapped by the federal agents, I was doing clinical work in many countries testing the Copper
product. In the past I never mentioned energy devices as I traveled around the world giving lectures.
I know that all of this sounds totally unbelievable, and the BOP has now stated that I'm totally delusional. I
have written you five letters telling you about these inventions, and have gotten any response as you probably
never got them.
I have written you this note, for the sole purpose of documenting, that again I have offered to help you and this
country. I don't really expect an answer back from you as I'm sure that you will think I'm totally delusional. So,
you should not mind at all, if at this time if I send my unfiled Patent Papers to different Embassies all over the
world, as I just want the world to have my inventions, before you evil agents finish me off. I have now spent over
9 years in Solitary Confinement; have been beaten up many times as my fingers were broken, and overall I have
been abused in ways that you would never understand. So I'm just a little bit irritated.
In the past I was as successful as you, and hired many people. I in fact spent so much time in Russia that I
had an annual visa. The FDA targeted me and firebombed my factory to stop me from making the non toxic
Copper. These federal agents seem to have a habit of murdering and kidnapping any doctor like me, to stop
good work.
What now needs to be done is you need to address the out of control BOP and the fact that they can indict a
ham sandwich, as they can bring in a series of paid sociopathic liars with no evidence needed, except them
moving their lips, and then they customize a sentence of death, by time. In fact the guy who lied against me is a
child molester who was in a coma when he said I hired him to kill federal agents. That is quit a theory of a case!
Then I even on my direct appeal and the same judges that canceled your travel ban in CA, overturned my win.
Seri Juris.
So, as I rot here in one or your hell holes (they belong to you now), I am not sorry for any of the things that I
have invented, or any of my other activities like doing a talk show. To put someone who is innocent in prison on
purpose is really monstrous, and this can only happen as people in general are asleep. Drain the Swamp.
One more note. My friend the late Douglas Noland before he died found the Mother Load of Platinum out in
the Nevada Desert. There is enough Platinum on this 2,000 acres to back the phony U.S. Dollar with something
of real value. I know were these claims are. Maybe one of the mining companies that you are now working with
would like to start mining them.
I'm really not asking for anything as I would just like you to call of your dogs and let me flee to someplace else
that has some real freedom. If I'm really delusional than they should have put me into a mental health program.
Note it was not easy getting the real GALT motor build and working from prison.
Your friend Dave
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